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Routine observations of VLF/ELF emissions and related phenomena 

have been continued at our observatories, Moshiri , Sakushima and Kagoshi

rna. Temporal measurements have been made on the direction fi nding and 

oolarization for magnetos~heric VLF waves. 

The data from European VLF campaign made several years ago are be

ing analysed. Characteristics of mid- latitude VLF hiss emissions which 

take olace in the dawn sector , being associated with substorms and exhi

bit interesting frequency drifts have been interpreted in terms of the 

quasi-linear electron Cyclotron instability. The direction finding data 

for auroral VLF emissions aboard a rocket and also on the ground at Syo

wa,Antarctica, are being analysed. 

We emphasize the following two directions of research; (!)Direction 

finding for magnetospheric plasma waves on board soacecrafts in order to 

elucidate their generation and propagation mechanism , and (2) Study of 

wave-Particle interactions by means of an active exoeriment. As for the 

first subject , we have carried out the measurement of wave normal direct

ions for various tvnes of VLF/ELF emissions. We have found that the cho

rus in the lower band (f < fHe/2) are generated by electromagnetic elect

ron loss-cone instabilitv by substorm electrons. The upper band emissions 

(f > fH /2) is ide ntified as beino a auasi-electrostatic whistler- mode, e ~ . 
and its generation mechanism has been prooosed. Wave normals of plasma-

spheric EL~ hiss observed on GEOS 1 have been determined , which has viel

ded that the waves are generated b~r large e angles on majority of cases. 

The generation of waves with large 8 angles is very consistent with the 

ground- based polarization measurement at Moshiri(L=l.6). Furthermore,the 

ELF hiss in a detached plasma region of the magnetosphere has been analy

sed. The collaborative work on Arcad project is being continued and we 

have discovered an interesting phenomenon; Do~pler broadening of the VLF 

transmission signal and the associated side- band structures,resulted from 

the nonlinear wave-wave interaction in the ionosphere. Recently we have 

started the direction finding for geomagnetic Pulsations observed in the 

space. As for the forthcoming Japanese satellite exPeriments,we are res-
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posible for the measurement of electric fields by double-probe method 

and we are now engaged in designing the electronics and the development 

of signal analysis system to be installed on the EXOS - D and GEOTAIL sa 

tellites. 

As for the second subject,we carried out the conjugate measure

ment on the reception of whistler-mode signal from the DECCA signal tran

smitted from Hokkaido, at its conjugate point,Birdsville,Qld,Australia 

in June-September,l984. We have succeeded in detecting the whistler-mode 

signals especially during sunset and sunrise and furthermore an enhance

ment of signal intensity by more than 20 dB is noticed during geomagnetic 

disturbances,being indicative of an amplification phenomenon. An additio 

nal interesting fact is the amplitude modulation with the periods of the 

order of a few seconds and a few minutes. Detailed analyses on these po

ints are being made. Moreover , we made the recention of whistler signal 

anrl the associated triggered signals from a high-power VLF transmitter 

at Komsomolskmur ,USSR at its conjugate ooint , Ceduna. Data are being ana

l ysed. Natural plasma waves including VLF/fLF waves and geomagnetic pul

stions are also studied. In order to incornorate with these experimental 

studies, theoretical studies have been made on the electron Cyclotron 

resonance interaction between LF waves and electrons with quasi-relativi

stic energy in the inner radiation belt, and are being continued . 

February 14, 1986 
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